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The most terrifying security threat to security experts and the public alike is nuclear proliferation. Once the figment of Hollywood imagination, the ultimate nightmare scenario that is discussed by some as inevitable is the detonation of a nuclear device on American soil. The majority of experts believe that the most likely way weapons of mass destruction (WMD) would enter the United States is by sea, hence a focus on port security.1

Ports offer terrorists vast opportunities to inflict damages. As the primary mode of transportation for world trade goods, maritime commerce is essential to America’s economic vitality.2 Every year approximately nine million cargo containers—26,000 a day—arrive at U.S. ports from all over the world.3 The U.S. maritime system includes more than 361 sea and river ports with more than 3,700 cargo and passenger terminals and more than 1,000 harbor channels along thousands of miles of coastline.4

In FY 2007, President Bush requested $2.3 billion for port security out of a $57 billion government-wide budget for homeland security.5 However, the important question is not how much money is spent but rather whether the money is allocated toward the most cost-effective programs. In other words, is America getting the maximum level of protection in exchange for our tax dollars?

A close look at port security allocation decisions indicates that spending occurs without regard for risk analysis let alone cost-benefit analysis, leading to a large array of misallocated spending. For instance, what should be the highest priorities—preventing terrorists from acquiring nuclear devices and material—receive less money than much less cost-effective policies such as nuclear detection in the ports or post-disaster response activities.

Because it rests mainly on domestic detection of WMD in ports—a task that is not clear could be achieved—the port security model offers almost no value to the nation.6 Even if we could seal our ports, America wouldn't be safe. The only effective way to prevent nuclear
attacks is to deny terrorists access to weapons and material. Without nuclear materials there can be no nuclear bombs.

**Economics of Port Security**

Economists think about security policies in terms of tradeoffs, formally comparing the costs and the benefits, both pecuniary and non-pecuniary. Common economic sense states that homeland security funds are best allocated where they are most likely to prevent successfully terrorist attacks and, in the event of failure, mitigate the consequences. This regimen should be maintained throughout the allocation process and should dictate how funds are dispersed within each sector.

There are two types of threats related to ports: (1) direct attacks on the ports themselves and (2) transport of dangerous material through ports for use in terrorist plots elsewhere in the country. Like any terrorist attack, an attack on a port would cause injury, death, and have terrible economic and social consequences. Damage to infrastructure and the destruction of inventory in port could seriously disrupt trade not only in the U.S., but also around the world. The damage would be on the order of 100 times greater if a nuclear device were detonated in a major American city such as New York or Washington, D.C.⁷

In ports, as with all stationary targets, attackers have a natural advantage because they get to choose where to attack. The German thrust into Western Europe in the Second World War is an instructive example. The Wehrmacht simply side-stepped the impressive defenses built by the French in the Maginot Line. Similarly, terrorists will attack wherever the defenses are weakest. Because terrorists have this advantage, the best port security comes from a proactive strategy of keeping terrorists and their bombs as far as possible from U.S. shores.

A practical strategy rests on three priorities:

1. Stop terrorists from acquiring the fissile material necessary to build a bomb. That’s where we should spend most of our security funds. No fissile material, no bomb. We can achieve this by keeping close tabs on fissile materials around the world, buying foreign stockpiles, and helping foreign governments protect or destroy their stockpiles.⁸

2. Recover nuclear material and devices in the event that they fall into terrorists’ hands. The U.S. should lead an international effort with cooperation from abroad in tightening security at foreign ports. The effort would assist in funding systems to bolster nuclear detection abilities in foreign countries or place U.S. agents on site in foreign ports. Partnerships with foreign manufacturers and importers to ensure that their shipments are protected against infiltration are probably also a good idea and would reduce the need for screening every cargo shipment.

3. Invest in response and mitigation capabilities. Without knowing where or how the attack will occur, responders can lower some of the expected damage by developing plans for the aftermath of an attack. For an attack on a port, such plans include evacuating civilians and personnel, placing emergency equipment within easy reach, training first response and medical personnel to handle emergencies and attacks, and developing business continuity strategies to allow the port to get up and running quickly after an attack. Experts also suggest developing pre-positioned equipment for responders and the American population.⁹

Finally, economists conclude that direct prevention on-site for things like physical barriers (e.g., fences), surveillance equipment (closed-circuit television), and access control systems for employees and visitors is not cost effective. Given that direct defenses are only as good as their weakest link, they tend not to be cost effective: one has to protect *everything* from *every* possible mode of attack.

**Port Security Spending Today**

In FY 2007, port security funding mainly focused on the pursuit and recovery of material and devices should weapons-grade materials fall into terrorists’ hands—our second highest priority.¹⁰ The Container Security Initiative (CSI) targets high-risk containers for inspection at overseas ports prior to their departure for U.S. ports. Today, it deploys teams of inspectors, special agents, and intelligence analysts in 53 foreign ports to inspect cargo containers for weapons of mass destruction before being shipped to the United States.¹¹ In 2007, CSI had a budget of $139 million.
The Domestic Nuclear Detection Office (DNDO) received $535 million in 2007. \(^{14}\) DNDO’s mission addresses a broad spectrum of radiological and nuclear protective measures, but is focused exclusively on domestic nuclear detection. \(^{15}\) The fundamental problem is that DNDO relies on radiation portal monitors that have been proven unable to detect shielded nuclear material essentially rendering them useless. \(^{16}\)

Besides, even if the system could detect every dangerous item, it is ineffective unless the nuclear material is brought through the fixed ports of entry where the monitors are located. With thousand of miles of unguarded borders—and no cost effective way to address the issue—smugglers can easily find positions to bring illicit goods inside the country. Consider the country’s long standing War on Drugs and the inability to stop the flow of illegal drugs into the country.

This does not mean we should not make some effort to detect material inside U.S. ports. However, we should keep in mind how risky it is to rely on port security at home: if the system fails, the nuclear material ends up inside the country or will be used to blow up a port. If a nuclear bomb blows up at the port of New York, it would kill some of New York City’s eight million residents. It is a small comfort that a detector’s alarm might go off five minutes before so many people die.

Another $200 million goes to the highly criticized Port Security Grant Program for direct prevention on site. \(^{17}\) Finally, a large portion of the port security funding goes to the Coast Guard’s $1.5 billion homeland security operating expenses for ports, and a share of the Coast Guard acquisition and modernization program. \(^{18}\)

By contrast, in FY 2007 the federal government spent $1.1 billion to keep nuclear weapons and weaponusable nuclear materials out of terrorists’ hands—supposedly everyone’s highest priority. And if Congress adopted the administration’s FY 2008 proposal in its entirety, the nuclear threat reduction resources available would decline to $989 million. \(^{19}\)

Activities in these programs—most of them in the Departments of Defense and Energy—include securing and accounting for nuclear material, helping states intercept nuclear smugglers at their borders, and getting rid of vulnerable caches of bomb material. But, numbers can be misleading. The biggest share of our effort supports activities in the U.S. to eliminate our own highly enriched uranium and plutonium rather than securing Russia’s vast stockpiles of nuclear weapons, which clearly limits the effectiveness of this strategy. \(^{20}\)

**Conclusion**

In Washington, priorities are measured by how much lawmakers are willing to spend on a mission relative to another one. Hence, we can conclude that ensuring that terrorists don’t acquire nuclear weapons or material isn’t a high priority. Experts have repeatedly noted that this mission suffers from fundamental defects and is in dire need of resources. \(^{21}\) Yet, no new resources have been made available to address this problem.

More telling is the fact that the $1.1 billion we spend on denying terrorists access to nuclear weapons and material pales in comparison with the amounts we spent each year on much less catastrophic threats. For example, in airline security, improved cockpit security has limited the worst-case scenario witnessed on 9/11 to the destruction of a plane and loss of approximately 300 passengers. Yet, we will spend $5.8 on baggage screening for airlines in FY 2008 and over $3 billion to help state and local government build their response capacity. \(^{22}\) First responder grant programs are predicated on the notion of cleaning up after terrorists have successfully attacked and hence are not making us more secure. Furthermore, nuclear experts predict that these investments will be irrelevant if we are actually attacked with a WMD weapon. \(^{23}\)

In the end much of the money spent on port security goes to lower priority programs, as does much of our homeland security funding. It adds little value to the nation’s security. Thankfully, a successful nuclear attack remains a very low probability event. Yet, it only takes one success to create significant damages. Do we really need the deaths of 200,000 people to move the nuclear threat to the top of the priority list?

---

**article footnotes**
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